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Ibrunat (Ibrutinib 140 mg)

  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price  

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerNatco Pharma 

Description 

Basic information about the drug IbrunatDescription IbrunatOrder, delivery and payment Ibrunat

Where to buy Ibrunat? (ibrutinib 140 mg)

The proven remedy for cancer of the lymphatic and blood systems Ibrunat from the Indian pharmacological company Natco Pharma Ltd is
available for order in the pharmacy. The drug is used in the fight against mantle cell lymphoma, chronic lymphocytic leukemia, Waldenstrom's
macroglobulinema and lymphogranulomatosis. Before use, be sure to consult with a specialist!

Ibrunat capsules price (Ibrutinib 140 mg)

The original drug based on ibrutinib was created by the American pharmaceutical company Janssen Pharmaceutical, an analogue of Indian
production is produced according to the same formula. Thus, Ibrunat has the same composition and effectiveness as Imbruvik, but costs several
times cheaper. The low price of generic drugs is due to the peculiarities of taxation of pharmaceutical manufacturers in India, as well as the low
cost of labor. Our site offers to get Ibrunat at an affordable price directly from the manufacturer, without markups and additional payments.
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In the course of clinical trials of the active substance ibrutinib, its peculiarity was revealed to selectively inhibit the protein groups of cancer cells
responsible for reproduction. Thus, Ibrunat helps to stop the progression of the disease and significantly improve the patient's quality of life.
Reviews of those who took the drug note its effectiveness from the first days of admission and the slight toxicity of the drug.

Description Ibrunat

Ibrunat are soft soluble capsules containing 140 milligrams of ibrutinib each. 30 capsules are placed in a polymer jar, packed in a branded box
with a hologram.

Ways to use Ibrunat

The drug is used to treat cancer of the lymphatic and blood systems. Ibrunat can be part of a treatment regimen or the only drug in a course.
The drug should be taken once a day, one capsule with water.

Contraindications Ibrunat

Ibrunat is not recommended for use:

children under 18;
women during pregnancy and lactation;
persons with individual intolerance to the components of the drug.

The drug should be taken with caution in case of significant malfunctions of the kidneys and liver.

Order Ibrunat (ibrutinib 140 mg)

To place an order at a pharmacy, you need to call the number:, order a call back or fill out the form on the drug page. After contacting our
manager and clarifying all the details of the application for Ibrunat capsules, the order will be sent to the delivery department.

Delivery of the drug Ibrunat

We deliver the anti-cancer agent Ibrunat to all Russian cities by courier service EMS and Russian Post. You can find out about the delivery time
from the consultant on the website.

Payment for Ibrunat capsules (Ibrutinib 140 mg)

The pharmacy delivers Ibrunat capsules without prepayment, that is, you can pay for the medicine after receiving it, which will make sure that
the medicine is of the proper quality.
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